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mackie mixer is an all-in-one mixer, effects, and instrument rack for mac and windows that has been
updated up to version 2.0. as such, this is built on the usual stuff: destructive stompboxes,
modulation boxes, sequencers, and more. however, their approach is different enough to warrant
mention here. celestion is a hardware manufacturer that makes some really nice sound cards. thats
certainly what i was attracted to when looking at the reviews. how good are they? unfortunately,
based on the reviews, the answer is "not very". the best it can do is change the samples on the fly in
a way that is barely consistent and makes the overall sound mushy. i couldnt recommend them, but
if you wanted a go-anywhere interface for your hardware, it might be worth a look. the one issue
here is that there arent a lot of aax plugins for these apps, but there are 1.7 versions of the apps.
theres also an issue with this recent 1.8 update to filterstation. the filter i wanted to try out (the
"frost") is an old one that sounds really good, but it seems like it's not available anymore. i'd expect
that if this updated version was released it would support it. well its an open platform, so you can
update to it if you want. but, it's been around since the 80s and it basically just runs in a virtual
machine on your pc. if you want to do something that no one else has done before, then it's a good
idea to keep it simple and keep things familiar. in this category, i cant complain about any of the
apps. however, i'd be remiss not to mention that the audio damage apps are very big. when you
download them, you'll be greeted with some of the biggest downloads you'll ever see.
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